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What a fruitful topic Forgiveness turned out to be when we suggested it 
last month. Be it home life or humour, psychology or saliva, there’s so 
much to forgiveness. As the world struggles with conflict it might seem 
too soon to forgive. But there are examples from even recent history that 
offer hope, and there’s the eternal hope of new life in that first Easter 
morning. Spring brings new life in our world; can we let it rule in our 
hearts too? 
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Forgiveness     
Some stuff in the Christian journey is weighty and heavy, some not so 
much, some we can kinda rub along with and even put up with in some 
senses, we find a way to accommodate it even if it is uncomfortable! 
My first brush with forgiveness was when my 5 year old cousin invited to 
my birthday party decided he would rather not give my present, and 
would rather keep it thankyou!! I never did see it!! 
This month we focus our minds on a big one, ‘Forgiveness’, and with this 
one there really are no areas of greyness or being economical with the 
truth, we are called upon to forgive as we are forgiven…..its called ‘the 
Lords Prayer’ and its there quite stark in bold relief………… 
One of the most important things I think that the Apostle Paul ever wrote 
was in his first letter to the church of Corinth in Greece, in it he laid out for 
them what Love is made of and how it operates. 
In this chapter he uses a simple but very telling phrase…’LOVE KEEPS NO 
RECORD OF WRONGS’   I often use this when conducting a wedding 
ceremony, it is probably the best  advice I can give I think when two 
people are setting out on such a journey together. 
 
When we have been wronged or our perception is that we have been, the 
natural reaction is to defend ourselves, protest our innocence and look 
perhaps for a chance to rectify the situation with thoughts of revenge or 
setting things straight, we hold these griefs close to us and nurse them, we 
can incubate them until they hatch…. yet in that very birthing is often the 
seed of our own pain and disquiet. 
Giving and receiving forgiveness is not an easy road, but it is the best road 
to avoid lingering pain and heartache that for some can last for years, and 
the wonder is that in the grace of God through Jesus, in and through his 
death and resurrection there is a place for us to find, give and receive that 
forgiveness. 
I do Pray that in this Easter season amidst the fun, eggs, and flowers you 
and I will sense and see that we can find that place of peace through the 
sacrifice of the Prince of Peace upon the Cross…… outside the city wall. 
 

Every Blessing this Eastertide 
Keith Speck 
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A Costly Choice 
Every so often the fact that a victim publicly expresses forgiveness hits the 
headlines because it seems contrary to common-sense expectation. 
Everyone remembers Gordon Wilson’s forgiveness of the IRA bombers 
who killed his daughter in Enniskillen in 1987.  His reported words were: “I 
bear no ill will. I bear no grudge. Dirty sort of talk is not going to bring her 
back to life. Don’t ask me please, for a purpose. I don’t have a purpose. I 
don’t have an answer. But I know there has to be a plan. It’s part of a 
greater plan, and God is good. And we shall meet again.” 
 

Just recently I was struck by reports of a doctor who forgave the teenager 
who nearly killed him in a random knife attack. Although he was stabbed 
nine times he has recovered and said on BBC Radio 4’s Today programme: 
“The fact we’re here talking today, I got lucky. I’m living a quite normal 
life, a comfortable life. My immediate outlook is rather more comfortable 
than (his) position.”  His attacker received a life sentence.   
 

When I turned to the internet to research this article I discovered many 
more such stories but I also found examples of Christians who found it 
hard to forgive.  When two young girls were murdered in Soham in 2002 
the Vicar admitted his struggle.  When you think of Jesus’ stern words 
about what those who harm children deserve this is understandable.  
 

The Reverend Julie Nicholson resigned from her post as a Vicar in Bristol 
after her daughter was killed in the 7/7 London suicide bombings in 2005.  
She felt unable to continue to preach Christian forgiveness when she knew 
in her heart she could not practise it.  Ten years later, in 2015, her position 
remained unchanged. 
 

My conclusion as I have pondered the subject is that forgiveness is 
counter-intuitive and yet I hope that I would be given the grace to extend 
it if the need for it arose.  It is probably best not to forgive too quickly but 
to work through the complex issues involved.  Then to learn from Corrie 
ten Boom, a survivor of a WWII concentration camp, that, “Forgiveness is 
an act of the will and the will can function regardless of the temperature 
of the heart.” 

ME 
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We are Family 
From what I know about Ukraine having visited, it is 
a beautiful country with many old and superb 
buildings and people who would give you everything 
they have to make you feel welcome and at home. The Russian leadership 
would have us believe that NATO is too close to their borders and the 
west’s expansion will leave them, the Russians, vulnerable to attack. What 
will happen when they have control? Poland which is a NATO country will 
be on their so-called borders. So perhaps what we are praying for today is 
the hope that World War 3 is not already upon us. 

During the nineties Matt and I got involved 
with Chernobyl Children Lifeline who 
helped children from both Belarus and 
Ukraine who had been affected by the 
fallout from the Chernobyl nuclear 
disaster. In the early nineties we took an 

eleven-year-old boy into our home who is still our much-loved son. His 
arrival in the UK was surrounded by complications, not least of all, the fact 
that he was literally smuggled in by others with no paperwork and 
credentials. These people abandoned him which was the initial cause of us 
contacting CCL and beginning the long road to his acquiring British 
citizenship. He also came with several medical problems, some still on-
going, for which we begged and borrowed medical treatments to aid his 
recovery. 

This all led us to get involved for several years afterwards, in arranging for 
children to have respite for a month in people’s homes as one of the 
family which helped regenerate their immune systems. Having built up a 
relationship with the two country’s citizens and children and the relevant 
Charities, we visited both Belarus and latterly, and more often Ukraine, to 
meet the families and friends of the children. Latterly we visited a town 
called Koreston, Ukraine, which has now been bombed. 

Every time we visited either country, the genuine warm welcome we 
received from these ordinary people fostered a great love and respect for 
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them and we are now deeply saddened by what is happening to these 
innocent people, now in conflict with each other for Russia’s purposes. 

There is little we can do at present 
except pray that the people who 
are causing this suffering, reflect on 
their actions and call a halt to this 
terrible act of war against good 
people who just want peace.  
Slava Ukraini                         Chrissie McCaffrey  

 

While we met and prayed in the church, outside 
the graveyard wall stood the remains of a 
demolished building. Here it was done for a 
good purpose, with great care and health and 
safety standards. Parts of the structure for the 
rebuild were protected by old cement bags – in 
the colours of the Ukraine flag. In that besieged 
country whole cities are being demolished by 
violent disregard for human life. Plans to home 
refugees through our church links, and raise over £500 in just one 
collection, seem such a small first response.  

May God who loves each 
Ukrainian, each Russian, each 
of us, use this terrible time to 
draw us together and defeat 

the wild, pointless purposes of 
the rulers of this world.                 

BNW  
Suddenly Aware 

On Sunday 6 March at the close of our Methodist Service in St Wulstan's 
we were joined briefly by a Ukrainian woman.  She had lived in this 
country for five years but had family back in Ukraine.  Suddenly we were 
made aware of the anguish of war as it affects people like us - not 
nameless, faceless people far away.  May God bless her, her family and 
her compatriots.                                                                                               ME 
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The Power to Transform 
In the horrors of reports from besieged 
Ukraine it feels far too early to think of 
forgiveness, but the death of Desmond 
Tutu in December led to a renewed 
focus on his world-changing work, 
especially in reconciliation. 
One part of his legacy is the Forgiveness Project. 
 

‘Archbishop Desmond Tutu was the chairman of South Africa’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission. The TRC was created by Nelson Mandela’s 
Government of National Unity in 1995 to help South Africans come to 
terms with their extremely troubled past. It was established to investigate 
the violations that took place between 1960 and 1994, to provide support 
and reparation to victims and their families, and to compile a full and 
objective record of the effects of apartheid on South African society. 
At the heart of The Forgiveness Project is an understanding that 
restorative narratives have the power to transform lives; not only 
supporting people to deal with issues in their own lives, but also building a 
climate of tolerance, resilience, hope and empathy.  
To forgive is not just to be altruistic. It is the best form of self-interest. It is 
also a process that does not exclude hatred and anger. These emotions 
are all part of being human. You should never hate yourself for hating 
others who do terrible things: the depth of 
your love is shown by the extent of your anger. 
However, when I talk of forgiveness I mean the 
belief that you can come out the other side a 
better person. A better person than the one 
being consumed by anger and hatred. 
Remaining in that state locks you in a state of 
victimhood, making you almost dependent on the perpetrator. 
If you can find it in yourself to forgive, then you are no longer chained to 
the perpetrator. You can move on, and you can even help the perpetrator 
to become a better person too.’ 
Watch Archbishop Desmond speak on the project’s blog here:  
https://www.theforgivenessproject.com - you can hear a pin drop.   BNW 
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It’s Not about Being Nice 
In his career as a psychotherapist James Caspian has 
helped many people with the work of forgiveness. For 
FitM Madeleine and Bar sat down to chat with James: 
 
FitM: How do you define forgiveness?  
James: Letting go. And you can’t let go just through an act of will; it is a 
process. 
People want it to be quicker than that? 
J: Many people, especially religious, spiritual or personal growth oriented 
people feel they have to suppress negative feelings – anger, rage, grief, 
shame – they want to escape from negative feelings. You can’t let go and 
move on until you have FELT those feelings. 
Is there someone who stands out for you as a good example? 
J: Lester Leveson. He was a very successful businessman, but by his mid 40s 
he was so ill he was told he had months to live. He went back through his life, 
and perhaps starting with the feelings about his diagnosis, he FELT 
everything, absolute fury, rage. And only when he’d got through it all was he 
able to look back and ask himself when he was really happy. 
The answer? 
J: When he was loving – not when he was loved, but when he was loving 
other people. He moved through the negative into this state of 
enlightenment – and it was permanent. He loved on for another four 
decades. 
Did he have a faith? 
J: No, but afterwards he looked through the Bible, the Talmud, Hindu sacred 
texts too, and found the same process explained there in different ways. He 
didn’t set out to find forgiveness, but the Holy Spirit may have inspired him! 
Others go through the process he discovered for himself. You have to 
acknowledge what has happened that has caused so much hurt. 
And how do they feel afterwards?  
J: Well, that’s as varied as people! We all have a lot of defences: some might 
suppress emotion, and others make a show of it – which might be hiding 
other real emotions underneath.  
Is that more a female than male thing? 
J: No, it depends on personality.  
Can we forgive ourselves?  
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J: That’s a really good question, and I’m cautious about the answer. Do I need 
something bigger than me? 
Something outside, beyond you? 
J: There seems to be something about trusting an Other – for example 
another inspiration to me is Mrs Tweedy. A Jungian who started as a refugee 
from when the Russian Empire fell to the revolution, moved to Paris, married 
a Scot, became interested in Theosophy, and at the age of 50 went to live in 
India and learn from a guru – the real thing, not one of the crowd that 
became trendy in the 60s. He was a Sufi, a mystic, who’d gone way past his 
ego and into a transcendent life. He hardly spoke, but she learned from him 
by non-verbal, experiential transmission. Mrs Tweedy wrote intricate detailed 
diaries. She went through murderous rage, named herself ‘Daughter of Fire’ 
after the intense emotion she had formerly suppressed. 
When she came home people queued round the block to come and sit at her 
feet and learn. Sitting with her brought you to confront yourself, your 
shadow. 
How do you find your shadow? 
J: It will knock on your door! You will FEEL it 
here (chest and gut). It’s about TRUTH, which 
as the Bible says will set you free. You know 
it’s your shadow by the intense internal 
emotional reaction you have to it. You have 
to get in touch with those negative feelings. 
Earlier you used the phrase ‘murdered childhood’: what does that mean? 
J: Any childhood destroyed/denied by abuse – verbal, physical, emotional, 
mental… it is usually the parent’s inability to cope with themselves that they 
project onto their children. There are fundamentalist religious parents who 
label their child demonic because they can’t deal with them, or with 
something in themselves. Usually a rage, a feeling that’s not nice, that they 
have to suppress or deny it. It’s no good saying I don’t want to feel that, or 
shouldn’t feel that. My answer as a therapist is ‘but you do feel that. You 
can’t help it.’  
What if we feel it is something we’ve done to ourselves, can’t forgive 
ourselves for letting it happen to us, not standing up for ourselves?  
J: As a child you don’t know it’s not in your power. As an adult you know it 
was unjust, but as a child you have no context or comparison. You ask ‘if you 
were trying to forgive someone else for doing this … ‘ You don’t have to be 
‘nice.’ 
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You have to acknowledge what happened, the situation. Maybe that is part of 
forgiveness? 
J: Not just saying it, but feeling it; you have to get in touch with it. 
What if people don’t want to forgive something, because losing that ball and 
chain would change their identity – their sense of who they are? Maybe their 
excuse… 
J: We might like to think it is a choice, like the guru letting go of pride and 
ego. But is it a choice? Human beings are messy, aren’t we? Sometimes we 
have let go of something, other times something brings it right back. 
 
What’s the effect of full forgiveness? 
J: Freedom. And love. It makes space for something better to come in. you 
feel capable.  It’s a wonderful thing to have. 

MH and BNW 
 

Hostage to the Past 
 

Forgive anyone who has caused you pain or harm 
Keep in mind that forgiving is not for others 

It is for you. 
Forgiving is not forgetting; 

It is remembering without anger. 
It frees up your power; heals your body, mind and spirit. 

Forgiveness opens up a pathway to a new place of peace where 
you can persist, despite what has happened to you. 

 

In order to heal we must forgive, and sometimes the person we must 
forgive is ourselves. It is as important as forgiving others.  
Guilt is toxic, reliving the mistake over and over. Forgive yourself and 
welcome love back into your life. Unless you let go, forgive yourself and 
the situation, and realise it is over, you cannot move forward. 
Don’t become a hostage to the past. Don’t remind yourself of what you 
should have done/should not have done/could have done. Release it, let it 
go, forgive yourself and move on. 

Geoff Bates, friend of George Mullard 
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When Forgiveness is Rejected 
The vicar of the church I attended as an undergraduate once spoke to me 
of an interesting aspect of forgiveness: for forgiveness to be complete, it 
has to be received and accepted. It is a two-way process. If I am wronged, 
I may feel absolutely forgiving; I may long to forgive, but if my forgiveness 
is refused, I cannot impose it. 
 

Scripture assures us that God not only forgives our sins, he also forgets 
them: “I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will remember no 
more” (Jeremiah 31:34). We are not commanded in Scripture to forget 
how others have wronged us, but since we are told that God forgets, we 
should try as His children to leave the memories of wrongs behind us. 
Perhaps the process of consigning the hurts and wrongs to the ‘dustbin’ of 
the past is easier if our forgiveness is accepted, allowing the process of 
healing to begin for both sides. 
How, then, should we respond when our forgiveness is rejected and that 
catharsis is denied to us? First of all, we should try to understand what 
factors in the other person’s life may be preventing their acceptance of 
our forgiveness. It may be an absolute conviction that they were in the 
right or a simple inability to admit they were in the wrong; it may even be 
their own belief that they do not deserve our forgiveness – a failure to 
recognise the love that lies behind it. 

 

Withholding our forgiveness is not an option for us Christians; Jesus 
commands us to forgive one another and if others are unable to accept 
our forgiving them, then, as hard as it might sound, that is for them, and 
not for us, to deal with. We can, however, pray that the Holy Spirit will 
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move them to accept the fact that we want to forgive them, and that 
through His intervention, they might receive the healing our forgiveness 
can bring them. 
Those of you who have had an offer of forgiveness rejected, spare a 
thought for God, who gave His life in the Person of Jesus so that humanity 
did not have to endure the penalty for its sinfulness. For the past two 
thousand years, He has held out that offer to our fallen race, and it is one 
that is rejected by millions who have no understanding of how that 
rejection grieves His Heart of Love. For what remains of this Lent, let us 
make it our concern to pray for any individuals known to us who have yet 
to acknowledge the need of God’s forgiveness in which we all stand. 

                                                                                     Richard Pattison. 
 

The Sacrament of Reconciliation  
Among the seven Sacraments in the Roman Catholic Faith, is the  
Sacrament of Reconciliation, known more commonly as Confession. 
Several members of the Church of England, over the years, have told me 
that they too celebrate Confession in their own tradition. In this 
Sacrament a person expresses to God, through the listening ear and heart 
of a priest, their sins, seeking forgiveness for them. The priest offers words 
of encouragement and support, appropriate to the person’s age and 
situation in life. He then suggests a penance, usually some prayers or a 
small charitable task, that will help that person move forward positively 
from their sins and be renewed in their discipleship. Through the ministry 
of the Church, the priest absolves the penitent from their sins and they go 
free, eager to make a fresh start and to avoid those things that have 
dragged them down.  
When a young person prepares for their First Holy Communion, they also  
prepare for the Sacrament of Reconciliation. We hope this is a positive  
experience for them and that they realise what a wonderful word ‘sorry’ 
is: when we say it, God always forgives us and helps us move on.  
There seems to be enormous benefit in articulating to God, through the 
priest, that which is deep within. I have always felt the Church knows what 
it is doing in encouraging regular Confession as part of our spiritual fitness 
programme!   

Fr John (re-published from April 2021) 
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Words of Hope 
The war on Ukraine has shaken people 
far from the bombsites. Feeling numbed 
by the inhumanity and scale of 
devastation we are tempted to despair.  
Janice Routledge found a couple  
of verses that seemed as apt now as 
2000 years ago. 

8 And he will crawl out of the abyss in order to deceive the nations located 
at the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog[a] as Ezekiel described 
them, in order to rally them together for one final battle. They are in 
number as the grains of sand on the shore. 9 They marched in unholy 
array over the expanse of the earth and surrounded the camp of the 
saints and the beloved city. As they laid siege to the city, fire rained down 
from heaven and incinerated them. 

Revelation 20: 8 & 9. ‘The Voice’ translation 
Reading her Bible Sarah Glover was reminded that ‘all things are possible 
with God,’ and nothing we face is more powerful than our redeemer. The 
promise of Jesus’ resurrection, new 
life after devastation and grief, has 
never been more needed. 
 
 

 
A nun gave little 
Joe a long talk on 
sin, prayer, and 
forgiveness. 
 
When she finished 
the lesson, she 

asked little Joe, "What do we have to 
do before we ask the Lord for 
forgiveness?" 
 
Little Joe confidently answered, "Sin" 
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ALSTON PHARMACY
For all your medical 
and toiletry needs

Front Street, Alston
Tel: 01434 381259
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WRIGHT Bros (COACHES) Ltd
Central Garage, Nenthead

Coach services to Newcastle, Penrith,
Keswick, Carlisle & Hexham

33 to 57 seater & executive coaches 
available for hire

Tel: 01434 381200

JH Henderson & Sons LTD 
The Garage, Alston 

 

Any make of car serviced, 
MOTs, Exhausts, Tyres, 

Batteries, Calor Gas, Accessories 
Cement, Sand & Gravel, Compost 

 

Tel: 01434 381204 & 381265 
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Church Contact Details 
METHODIST 
Interim Superintendent Minister: Rev David Milner   
(day free of duties: Friday) 1 Lamley Gardens, Penrith. CA11 9LR  
 01768 863209 dave@revmilner.plus.com  
 Circuit Pastor (part time): Rev Keith Speck (day free of duties: Saturday) 

The Manse, Kirkoswald, Penrith, CA10 1EW 
 01768 898257      keithspck1@gmail.com 

Church Stewards: 
Mr John de la Mare      01434 382338 

  www.eastofedenmc.org.uk facebook.com/alstonmoormethodistchurch  

ROMAN CATHOLIC 
Parish Priest: Fr John Winstanley (usual day off: Monday) 

St Catherine's Rectory, Drovers Lane, Penrith CA11 9EL 
 01768 862273      penrithrc@btinternet.com  

Local Contact: Anne & Paul Parkin  01434 381704 
 www.stcatherinepenrith.org.uk  

QUAKERS 
 Carol Graham    01388 517145  hillhouseeast@yahoo.co.uk 

Antony Christie    01434 381633   antonychristie@aol.com 
Kate Webb    01434 381562   kate.webb@yahoo.co.uk  

CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
Vicar: the Revd Mark Nash-Williams (usual day off: Monday) 

The Parsonage, Brampton Road, Alston, Cumbria CA9 3AA 
 01434 382558      vicar@alstonmoorcofe.org.uk  

 
Churchwardens:            
 Alston Andy Morsman 382251 Neil Willmott 381509 
 Garrigill Vacant - Contact Alston wardens above 
 Kirkhaugh Richard Graham 381367   
 Knaresdale Irene Boyles 381388 Carol Grieves 382472 
 Nenthead David Robinson 381102 Madeleine Harris 382144 
 Lambley George Forster 07894 

472256 
  

  www.alstonmoorcofe.org.uk     facebook.com/alstonmoorchurches 
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Methodist Services 
 
Our Sunday morning services are at 11 a.m. in St Wulstan's 
 

 3 David Pepin  
 5 - 7 p.m. Pennine Praise at The Hive, Nenthead 
 10 Palm Sunday Rev Mary Elliot 
 17 Easter Day  Rev Dave Milner 
 24 Pauline de la Mare and members of the congregation 

 

An Ecumenical House Group meets fortnightly.   
Contact John and Pauline de la Mare for details. (382338) 

 
 Quaker Meeting for Worship  

 
Quaker Meeting for Worship continues to take place  

every FOURTH SUNDAY of the month at 10.30am,  
with Covid precaution. 

 
We would warmly welcome anyone who would like to join us for an hour of 
silent, reflective worship at these times. 
 

 
Roman Catholic Mass  

 

There will be the usual 6.00 pm Saturday celebration of Mass  
together throughout Lent;  EXCEPT there will not be a Mass on the 
Eve of Easter on Saturday 16th April. 

 

Every Thursday in Lent at 4.00 pm  
Stations of the Cross led by members of the Congregation.  

Good Friday, 15th April at 3.00 pm  
Liturgy of the Lord's Passion led by members of the Congregation. 

Easter Sunday. 17Th April at 4.00 pm, Mass of the Resurrection. 
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Church of England services & events 
Worship and Prayer in April 

Sunday, 3rd April (1st Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am Holy Communion (BCP)   Holy Paraclete, Kirkhaugh 
 11.00am Prayer & Praise  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 

Sunday, 10th April – Palm Sunday (2nd Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am Morning Prayer   St John, Nenthead 
 11.00am Sung Communion  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 

Maundy Thursday, 14th April 
7.30 pm  Last Supper, Stripping of Altars & Vigil   St John, Garrigill 

Good Friday, 15th April 
 11.00 am  Prayer Cross  Outside Alston Town Hall 
       Hymns, prayers, Passion reading – and Prayers for Ukraine 

Easter Eve, 16th April 
3.00 + Easter Eve Eggsperience  St Augustine, Alston 
A family experience of Easter – drop in 3-5pm 
 8.30pm  Easter Vigil & Service of Light  St John, Nenthead 

Sunday, 17th April – Easter Sunday: 
 9.30am  Easter Communion  St Jude, Knaresdale 
 11.00am  Easter Communion  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 
 3.00pm  Easter Communion  Ss Mary & Patrick, Lambley 
 6.30pm  Taizé Easter Communion (BCP)  Holy Paraclete, Kirkhaugh 
Sunday, 24th April (4th Sunday in the month): 
 9.30am  Morning Prayer  St John, Nenthead 
 11.00am  Sung Communion  St Augustine, Alston (also livestream) 

Sunday services online 
 Join us at 11am weekly on Zoom using the app – or, with an ordinary 

phone, dial 0203 051 2874. The Meeting ID code is 357 123 751.  

 Or find our services on YouTube– go to alstonmoor.tiny.us/youtube 

 Download the orders of service from alstonmoorcofe.org.uk/worship 
and the notice sheet from alstonmoorcofe.org.uk/whatson 
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Weekday Services 
In Alston and on Zoom: Morning Prayer, Wednesday-Saturday, 9am; 
Evening Prayer Wednesday, Thursday & Saturday, 5pm;  
Holy Communion Thursday, 6pm 
In Nenthead only: Evening Prayer, Friday 5pm. 
On Zoom only: Night Prayer, Friday 9pm. 

Prayer requests and virtual candles 
If you would like someone to pray for or with you, phone Mark, 
email pray@alstonmoorcofe.org.uk or text 07474 830229.  
Light a candle at churchofengland.org/our-faith/light-candle 

April Dates for your Diary  
Sat 23rd, 10am-1pm Living in Love & Faith  

A chance to explore issues in human sexuality and relationships, and 
respond to the C of E’s consultation – contact Mark for more details. 
  St Augustine’s & Zoom (Meeting ID 864 7631 4432) 

Sat 30th, 10am St Jude’s Coffee Stop Knaresdale w Kirkhaugh VH 

Easter Home Communions 
If you would like to receive Holy Communion over Easter (or any 
other time) but can’t get to church, please contact Mark, who 
will gladly arrange for you to receive Holy Communion at home.  
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Mad Hatters Hardware
HARDWARE KEY CUTTING

GARDENINGD-I-Y TOOLS

ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING ACCESSORIES

GIFTS

SMALL HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICALS

FOR HIRE
The RUG DOCTOR Carpet Cleaning
Now available from £22.99 per day rental

Here to stay Mad Hatters Hardware
come and browse

Helpful staff, if we don’t have it
we will try to get it no item too small

Delivery service available within Alston Moor area
Free delivery on orders over £15

2 Front Street, Alston Tel:01434 382991
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Traditional Forgework
Restoration a Speciality

Stove Repair - Fire Grates
Welding - Fabrication - Engineering

Tool Sharpening and Repairs

Tel / Fax: 01434 382194
Mark@fearn2620.freeserve.co.uk

M FEARN & SON (BLACKSMITHS)
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Something from the Heart 
It is a great tribute to our readers that the first time 
we run a competition where entrants win a prize 
For Someone Else we get the biggest response ever! 
Here are comments from a few of those who sent or 
received the bouquets.  
 

 ‘Thank you to everyone for the beautiful flowers. 
They have cheered me no end and make me smile. 
Please tell people how much I appreciate 
everyone’s help and best wishes: their kindness 
means a lot.’                                          Helen Williams 
 

‘What beautiful flowers – and expensive red roses! They remind me of our 
garden when I was young – we always grew red roses.’ 
‘I’m sure I didn’t really deserve such a lovely bunch of flowers, but I am 
very happy with them, so thank you.’ 
 

 ‘Just to say thank you for doing what you did with the flowers - a tiny bit 
in repaying her for all the tasty cakes & biscuits she lovingly bakes for me.  
I suppose when you're doing something from the heart it doesn't feel like 
hard work but she's always bringing me something tasty to munch on.’ 
 

News from St Jude’s 
The Coffee Stop at the end of February was busier than ever, despite the 
fact we were short of volunteers. We had so many people saying how 
much they enjoy these get togethers. It is so relaxing and friendly, if you 
are one of the few people who haven’t been, do give us a try. A bonus too, 
it’s very good value, and all home made. You may go home with a raffle 
prize too. It is also a great way to 
help with church funds to keep 
Saint Jude’s in this village.  
The second Sunday of the month 
is always our special service, what 
better and appropriate way than a 
service to pray for the people of Ukraine in their most terrible and 
devastating circumstances. Rev Mark’s service was compassionate and 
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moving. Three members of the congregation told of their experiences of 
Ukraine. Prayers, poetry and hymns were sung. We lit candles while a 
moving recording of a Ukrainian choir was played. The collection which 
has already been sent for the relief of Ukraine was in excess of £570. 
THE PLANT SALE is still in the talking and arranging stage.  Hopefully it will 
happen, please continue to keep this in mind as you divide your plants and 
sow more seeds than you need, we are always very grateful for your 
contribution. It was very successful in church last year despite the 
pandemic, but we also have the convenience of the hall to consider.  
Knarsdale with Kirkhaugh Community Hall had their AGM this last month, 
this is the first time since the pandemic we have all been able to meet. It 
was gratifying to see more people attending and volunteering, hopefully 
more and varied activities will be arranged. The first big event will be the 
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee: exciting plans are on the way; Friday 3rd June a 
grand afternoon tea with entertainment. 4th June an all age Evening 
Disco. 5th June, our famous Big Breakfast. All most welcome. 
 
Please stay safe, we still have infections around us, but if 
we are all vigilant we can carry on with our leisure 
activities. Please also keep in mind Coffee Stop –last 
Saturday in the Month, and the next Special Church 
service on Easter Sunday 17th April at 9.30am. There 
maybe chocolate eggs to find!  

Look after each other,    God Bless, Irene Boyles         
Chrissie and Les strutting their stuff at Coffee Stop! 

 

A Beginning and an Ending 
On 20th February 2022 we welcomed Sam into 
his Christian family. It was wonderful to be 
surrounded by so many friends and family to 
support Daniel, Becca and Sam on their most 
important day. It was made more special as the 
Baptism service was taken be Canon Philip 
Lambert who was a previous incumbent of the 
Alston Parish and more especially Daniel’s 
Godfather. The service was very personal, full of 
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fun and relaxed with lots of lively toddlers exploring their surroundings. 
This was the last service to be taken by 
Philip in a very long and varied career before 
he finally hangs up his cassock. We would 
like to thank him sincerely for all his love 
and support over the years and wish him 
well in his retirement with Shelagh by his 
side. 

Liz Walton 
 

June Rose Lee   5th June 1931 – 28th January 2022 
We were saddened to learn of the unexpected death of another of our 
congregation at Kirkhaugh. With Covid-19 risks still evident, we tried to 
anticipate how many would attend the funeral on 17th February. Sixty 
family, friends and neighbours said they would be coming and we made 
provision for a handful more, trying to keep groups ‘socially distanced’. In 
the event 100 turned up (though several stood outside), showing the 
affection the community had for June. The service in church was preceded 
by a private cremation. The Vicar led the service and gave the address. A 
collection of £216.40 was in aid of Leukaemia UK and a wake was held at 
Alston House afterwards. I am indebted to June’s family for some of what 
follows. 
June was a daughter of Isaac and Edyth Elliott; she had 5 siblings, Audrey, 
Doreen, Mildred, Billy and Alan. She grew up in Dacre and left school at 
the age of 14. In her younger days she enjoyed attending dances and it 
was there she met her future husband, Thomas Dixon Lee (‘Dick’). They 
were married at the Norman church of St. Michael in Barton on 7th June 
1952, 2 days after her 21st birthday. In 1953 they moved to Lintley Farm, 
which they rented from Dick’s uncle. June threw herself into the role of 
farmer’s wife, raising 4 children, Alan, William, Colin and Karen, looking 
after the house, and helping Dick on the farm. Tragically, Colin was killed 
in an accident as a young man. The farm was not her entire life’s work, 
however. For 50 years, she was an active member of the Women’s 
Institute. She joined the Flower Club and attended all sorts of local events, 
dances, whist drives, domino drives, when she was always on hand to 
cook and bake, and she was renowned for winning the raffles! She had no 
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desire to travel far, but once made it as far as London, though she did visit 
Karen in France a few times and Alan in Edinburgh. 
She was knowledgeable on the flora and fauna of the area and enjoyed 
walking (at least when there was a purpose to it) and when the footpath 
along the railway line was opened, she was delighted to be able to walk up 
to visit Doreen Hill at Kirkhaugh Farm – much shorter, safer and easier 
than on the road, she commented. 
She took a keen interest in Kirkhaugh Church and was on its Electoral Roll, 
helping at fund-raising events (again including baking), taking her turn on 
the flower rota, and regularly joining her sister, Mildred, cleaning and 
polishing the church. Dick was Churchwarden for a number of years, and 
they both attended services regularly. After Dick died in 2013, June came 
to special services, particularly Harvest Festival, with Mildred and John. 
Whenever you called in on June latterly, you couldn’t have guessed at her 
age, still busy physically and mentally as she was. She loved a chat and this 
was especially important during Covid restrictions when she wasn’t out 
and about. Her youthful attitude to life was obvious. Apparently when 
William suggested she use a walking stick, she said, “Sticks are for old 
people,” and again when it was indicated that she might need care away 
from home, she refuted that idea, saying, “I’m not going anywhere – 
Homes are for old folk.” Seemingly, the week before she died, William 
found her, at the age of 90, on her hands and knees on the kitchen 
worktop feeding the birds through the window – probably something she 
had done for years and never been caught! 
June lived her life quietly, but will be long remembered by family and 
friends. 

Richard Graham 
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All Sunshine 
There’s a wideness in God’s mercy, 
Like the wideness of the sea; 
There’s a kindness in His justice, 
Which is more than liberty. 
There is no place where earth’s sorrows 
Are more felt than up in Heaven; 
There is no place where earth’s failings 
Have such kindly judgment given. 
 

For the love of God is broader 
Than the measure of our mind; 
And the heart of the Eternal 
Is most wonderfully kind. 
There is grace enough for thousands 
Of new worlds as great as this; 
There is room for fresh creations 
In that upper home of bliss. 
 

But we make His love too narrow 
By false limits of our own; 
And we magnify His strictness 
With a zeal He will not own. 
If our love were but more simple, 
We should take Him at His word; 
And our lives would be all sunshine 
In the sweetness of our Lord.                          Frederick William Faber 
 

THE FOUR R’s 
A man carried in his pocket – a small mirror for REFLECTION, an eraser to 
RUB OUT and a small hand cross to remind him of Forgiveness through 
REDEMPTION and RESURRECTION. Every day on looking at himself he 

could not avoid REFLECTING and thinking about God’s love for him, the 
fact that his sin had been RUBBED OUT (Colossians 2:14) and the empty 

cross spoke to him of   
 REDEMPTION and RESURRECTION. 

David Pepin
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The Tracks We Leave in Other People’s Lives 
 
Just a pause for thought.  Some small everyday things are usually easily 
forgiven, others may really rankle. For example a small modern day 
problem: you would not expect a visitor to put dirty dishes in a 
dishwasher, you want them put in 'where they should go'.  However, a 
member of the household that never puts them in may be accused of 
believing in the 'dishwasher fairy'. Or maybe it's not even noticed as it is 
just part of everyday life. Small things maybe causing possible minor 
aggravation but is a case for forgiveness or explanation that the fairy does 
not exist!  
 
But how about if there has been an old family feud due to a perceived 
wrong; followed by a lack of dialogue over an increasing length of time. 
Who should do the forgiving? Both parties may feel aggrieved, who should 
make the first step? Is it any different if this should be between you and a 
non-family member? Maybe the fact that family is always family and 
'other people' are often transient – does this make a difference? Maybe 
family hurt is always going to feel worse and last longer. I can't say it's a 
revolutionary answer - but maybe we should always be prepared to take 
the first step of looking from the other person's viewpoint regardless of 
who they are to be in 'their shoes'. This was expressed in a poem originally 
titled “Judge Softly” in 1895.  An excerpt towards the end of the poem:- 
 
Before you abuse, criticize and accuse. 
If just for one hour, you could find a way 
To see through his eyes, instead of your own muse. 
I believe you'd be surprised to see 
That you've been blind and narrow minded, even unkind. 
There are people on reservations and in the ghettos 
Who have so little hope, and too much worry on their minds. 
Brother, there but for the grace of God go you and I. 
Just for a moment, slip into his mind and traditions 
And see the world through his spirit and eyes 
Before you cast a stone or falsely judge his conditions. 
Remember to walk a mile in his moccasins 
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And remember the lessons of humanity taught to you by your elders. 
We will be known forever by the tracks we leave 
In other people's lives, our kindnesses and generosity. 
Take the time to walk a mile in his moccasins. 

Mary T Lathrap   
Maybe the steps of forgiveness are to look at the problem from the other 
side, consider the mutual hurt and take that first step in dialogue, it can 
only make you feel happier by doing the right thing. 

JH 
 
 

 

When I was little I 
would pray to Jesus 
every night for him 

to get me a new 
bike. I learned one 

week in Sunday 
school that that’s 
not how it works, 
so instead i just 

stole one and asked 
him for forgiveness.
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And Forget? 
Monday: 
‘Dear God, I’ve fought with my brother, broke 
something and lied to Mum and Dad about it… 
sorry…’ 
 
‘Dear daughter, I love you. I have cast your sins 
into the farthest depths of the sea. Don’t fish 
them up again.’ 
 

Thursday: 
 ‘Dear God, I’ve done it again… sorry, again.’ 

 
‘Dear Daughter, done what?’ 

 
A priest in my training parish told a story a little 
like this, to say that when God forgives he wipes the slate clean, keeps no 
record of wrongs. But do forgiveness and forgetting really make the best 
partners? 
 
‘In order to forgive you have to remember, 
and therefore you cannot expect the Jewish 
people to forgive the atrocities that were 
committed against them by forgetting.  You 
can only forgive if you remember.  If you've 
forgotten, by definition, there's nothing to 
forgive.  And this is what is very difficult.’ 

Daniel Barenboim, musician and conductor. 

 
I was taught to forgive but never forget. So now I walk around full of 

resentment and suspicion but don't remember why. 
I think I'm doing it wrong. 

 
From my 8 yr old: Why did the girl dolphin not forgive the boy dolphin? 

Because he did it on porpoise! 
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Holy Spit! 
Sometimes the tales of Jesus’ life can make us a 
bit ‘grossed out.’ Take the strange practice of 
using spit to heal people. A popular belief 
among Romans, Greeks and Jews in the first 
century was that the saliva of the firstborn of a 

father can heal people. Christ’s saliva was part of the healing formula he 
used to impart forgiveness, make the afflicted whole and manifest his 
power and authority as the Son of God made flesh. see John 9, 1-7, Mark 
7, 31-35 and 8, 22-25. 
The Roman naturalist and writer Pliny the Elder (23-79 AD) who was 
contemporary with Jesus has a whole chapter in his Natural History on the 
many, often ridiculous and fanciful, diseases/injuries that can be cured by 
“fasting saliva” (meaning saliva from before breakfast).  
Saliva contains Histatins, a group of histidine-rich cationic peptides are 
antibacterial and antifungal and are found only in humans and primates. 
Also neutrophils with their abundance of white blood cells which are the 
micro cells that protect our body against infectious diseases and foreign 
invaders.                                                                             Sandra Sweeny Silver 
 
But it wasn’t just medicine, it was theology: 
The immediate context of this healing is a discussion in John 8 between 
Jesus and the religious leaders about who exactly Jesus was. The leaders 
accused him of demonic possession, of being a Samaritan, and of being of 
illegitimate birth. Several times during this exchange Jesus subtly uses two 
words (“I am”) when referring to himself. These words raised the hackles 
of his listeners because it is an echo of how God describes himself from 
the burning bush, where Moses was told the name of God: “I AM WHO I 
AM”, and “I AM has sent me to you”. (Exodus 3:13-14) 
By the end of Jesus’ “discussion” with the religious leaders, they knew 
exactly what Jesus was implying about his identity, and they attempted to 
stone him to death for such blasphemy (John 8:59). 
Jesus escapes their wrath and immediately encounters the blind man 
whom he heals with a paste made from dirt and his saliva. 
So why did Jesus spit on the ground and put mud in the man’s eyes? 
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The answer might be understood in terms of the religious leaders’ own 
tradition. This act of Jesus was to reinforce his argument that everything 
he had said about himself was true: 
Quoting from the Talmud: “There is a tradition that the spittle of the 
firstborn of a father is healing” (Bava Batra 126b) 
Jesus repeatedly refers to his Father (verses 16, 17, 19, 29, 38, 42, 49). The 
religious leaders, who knew a bit of Jesus’ history, couldn’t resist 
reminding Jesus of their suspicions around the circumstances of his birth 
(“We are not born of fornication. We have one father – God. Verse 41), 
thereby insinuating that his birth was illegitimate. 
When Jesus healed the blind man with mud mortared with saliva, he was 
(beg your pardon) spitting in the eye of his enemies. In effect he was 
saying, “I am who I say I am. I am the firstborn son of my Father, whom 
you claim to know, when in fact you are sons of the devil.  
This event illustrates not only the lesson Jesus was trying to teach, but it 

also reveals how an 
understanding of the 
religious and cultural milieu 
of the day can enrich your 
understanding of the Book. 

Lenny Cacchio 
 
 
In Holy Week we remember 
Jesus coming into conflict 
with religious leaders and 
traders in the Temple, saying 
they had turned his Father’s 
house into a den of thieves. 
Not sure this is what he did 
though!
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JH Henderson & Sons LTD 
The Garage, Alston 

 

Any make of car serviced, 
MOTs, Exhausts, Tyres, 

Batteries, Calor Gas, Accessories 
Cement, Sand & Gravel, Compost 

 

Tel: 01434 381204 & 381265 
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About ‘Faith in the Moor’ 
This Magazine is a ‘Churches Together’ publication.  It aims to share 
information useful to regular and occasional churchgoers, to the wider 
community, and to tourists and visitors. It reflects the life of the faith 
community in our corner of the North Pennines. Here people encourage, 
celebrate and debate their faith.  
The different Christian churches who create 
this magazine get along very well, and work 
together in a spirit of openness and mutual 
regard. Faith in the Moor welcomes input in 
harmony with this open Christian Faith. Also 
from those whose spirituality is not focussed on 
a particular religion, and those whose faith is in 
the Moor itself; its people, its uniqueness, its 
future. We support whatever enriches our 
community here.  

 

May Theme: Blossom  
Deadline: please send copy by  

Wed 20th April 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you would like to advertise please contact the eds. Send either the ad you want 
included, or the wording you want us to format for you, with your contact 
details, and what size you want the ad. Small images are possible too.  
Please include your payment for our treasurer, either cash or cheques made 
payable to ‘The Parish of Alston Moor Parochial Church Council’ 
Or by bacs – for bank details please contact the eds. 
 

If you would like a large print copy please contact us above. 
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Iconic Images of Life on the Moor 
If you have a favourite photo of life on our 

patch, do please send it to the eds – see over 
for address – and we’ll use where it fits. Big 

or small, landmark or fleeting moment, 
animal, vegetable or mineral – it’s up to you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is so typical of Alston Moor folk to turn out, even in freezing wind, to 
support people in need, distant in miles but not in hearts. Thirty or so 

gathered at the Market Cross for a vigil, singing, liaising, sharing stories 
and relationships that connect us to the Ukraine. Thank you to Eve Carter 

for this photo. She is now back from Poland after helping refugees. 


